DESIGN GUIDE

Leather Labels
Essential information for designing your
custom leather labels.
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Leather patches are traditionally used on the waistband of jeans but
are also popular for branding all types of garments and accessories.
The sections below will explain the options that are available to you.

Contents &
Key Info

Material Choice

Real Leather . Faux Leather

Design Options

Shape . Size . Colour . Attachment

Logo Display

Hot Stamped . Embossed (Raised) . Printed . Laser Engraved

Additional Options

Metal Trim Attachment . Cracked Texture . Suede . Horsehair

A breakdown of the key areas
covered by our design guide plus
information regarding minimums and
lead times.
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Minimum Order
Quantity

Sampling
Lead Time

Production
Lead Time

1,000

16-18

18-21

Pieces

Approximate Working Days

Approximate Working Days
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Real Leather

Faux Leather

Our real leather labels provide a high end, durable label traditionally

For a cost effective alternative, we can produce faux leather labels

used as jeans back patches but also suitable for outer branding on

which have the look of leather but are more wash friendly, being

a range of garments and accessories.

less prone to shrinkage and loss of colour.

Material
Choices
Real leather and faux alternatives
allow you to choose a material to suit
both purpose and budget.

Disclaimer
Our leather labels can be pre-washed, however real leather is not colourfast so some colour loss and transfer is to be expected, especially on lighter coloured
garments. We strongly recommend you test the labels under intended wash conditions.

Faux leather provides a safer alternative being less prone to colour transfer, though this can still occur in some instances.
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Shape
The majority of leather labels we produce tend
to be a standard shape - rectangle, circle, oval
or square, but we can die cut to any required
shape.

Size
You can specify the size of your label so you

Design
Options

have something to suit your purpose, whether
being used as a jeans back patch or branding

Colour

other types of garments.

There are a range of colours available, or if
required we can over-print or dye the material

As our leather labels are custom

to match a Pantone, though this may affect the

made, you can specify your exact

MOQ.

requirements in terms of design.

Attachment
Leather labels are often sewn on to garments,
so we can add a hot stamped sewing groove or
punched sew holes. We are also able to supply

Logo Display
There are a number of ways to display your logo
and design from standard hot stamping to laser
engraving. See the following pages.
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with a heat applied backing.
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Hot Stamped

Logo
Display
While leather labels are traditionally
hot-stamped, there are a number of

Embossed

A mould is made of your design and is applied with heat to burn into

Similar to hot stamping but the heat is applied to the reverse of the

the leather, giving a sunken effect. A colour infill can also be added.

label to produce a raised design.

Printed

Laser Engraved

Designs can also be printed onto the surface of the leather,

Laser engraving cuts away to produce a similar sunken effect

often used for designs too detailed to be hot stamped.

to hot stamping but has a sharper finish.

other logo options available to you.
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Attach a metal trim

Additional
Options

Cracked Texture

You can combine a leather or PU label with a metal trim such as a

You can make your labels more eye-catching or create a worn

decal or a rivet.

look with a textured effect.

Suede

Horsehair

A napped leather finish that can be produced in both real and

A super soft finish also available in both real and imitation materials.

When looking to make your labels
and brand stand out, you may wish to
consider one of these additional
options.

imitation materials.
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You now have all the tools to get designing your
leather labels, but if you still have any questions, do not
hesitate to get in touch. We look forward to hearing
from you and seeing your designs.
enquiries@ukpaccessories.com

If you are looking for design inspiration, or would like to
see other products within our range, visit our website.
www.ukpaccessories.com

